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	2017 May New | Cisco 400-101 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated in www.Braindump2go.com  Today!100% Real

Exam Questions! 100% Exam Pass Guaranteed! 1.|2017 New Version 400-101 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 328Q&As Download:

http://www.braindump2go.com/400-101.html 2.|2017 New Version 400-101 Exam Questions & Answers Download:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNWWsyOTJ2UHJFVVU?usp=sharing QUESTION 270Which option is the

task of an IGMP Snooping Quenier? A.    It facilitates populating the group membership tables on IGMP Snooping-enabled switches

B.    It sends PIM-SM messages to all multicast routersC.    It can limit the number of multicast messages a host receivesD.    It

coordinates the election of a mapping agent Answer: A QUESTION 271Which two actions can you take to prevent routes from

becoming stuck in active?(Choose two) A.    Design the network so that it uses the lowest possible number of quenesB.    Manually

increase the EIGRP metrics on interfaces connected to successorsC.    Use port channeling to aggregate multiple EIGRP interfacesD.

   Increase the EIGRP K values on low-bandwidth interfacesE.    Increase the time a router waits before it declares routes stuck in

activeF.    Increase the Hello timers on all EIGRP interfaces Answer: AE QUESTION 273Which two statements about MPLS label

stack encoding are ture?(Choose two) A.    The TTL is significant only on the top labelB.    When a device forwards a labeled

packet,it must copy the TTL of the outgoing label to the top labelC.    MPLS labels are encoded in little-endian formatD.    When an

MPLS label stack undergoes the swap operation,it swaps the top and bottom labelsE.    When a device forwards a labeled packet,it

must copy the TTL of the incoming label to the outgoing label Answer: AC QUESTION 274Which statement is true about trunking?

A.    Cisco switches that run PVST+ do not transmit BPDUs on nonnative VLANs when using a dot1q trunkB.    DTP only supports

autonegotiation on 802.1q and does not support autonegotiation for ISLC.    DTP is a point-to-point protocolD.    When removing

VLAN 1 from a trunk,management traffic such as CDP is no longer passes in that VLAN Answer: C QUESTION 276Which

command can you enter on an interface so that the interface will notify the sender of a packet that the path is sub-optimal? A.    ip

nhrp set-unique-bitB.    ip nhrp shortcutC.    ip nhrp cost 65535D.    ip nhrp redirectE.    ip nhrp record Answer: D QUESTION 278

Which two options are required parts of an EEM policy?(Choose two) A.    exit statusB.    event register keywordC.    entry statusD. 

  namespace importE.    body Answer: BE QUESTION 279Which option describes the characteristics of a public Infrastructure as a

Service cloud service model? A.    It is a way of delivering cloud-computing infratructure (servers, storage, network, and operating

systems) as an on-demand serviceB.    It is a cloud service where the underlying hardware is managed by the cloud service provider

C.    It is a cloud-computing platform that facilitaes the creation of web applications without the need to maintain the supporting

software applicationD.    It is a cloud-computing platform that facilitaes the creation of web applications without the need to

maintain the supporting software operating systems Answer: A QUESTION 280Which option is can example of SaaS? A.    Google

AppsB.    Amazon AWsC.    Google App EngineD.    Microsoft Azure Answer: A   !!!RECOMMEND!!!  1.|2017 New Version

400-101 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 328Q&As Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/400-101.html 2.|2017 New Version

400-101 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=xcUjk7uBioM
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